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the performance curve. The ideas incorpo-

rated in their designs eventually trickle
through entire mountain bike lines but

forty-four inch wheelbase may be smoother
than a forty-two inch but that forty-two inch
wheelbase is still some four or five inches

without knowing what the state-of-the-art is,
you can easily end up settling for a bike

shorter than a road racing bike's. While
there are in fact variations in mountain

rider has no need for such high performance
machines. I don't agree. While the average
(and I suppose what I mean by "average" is
any recreational rider who doesn't train or
ride on a regular basis) may have no need of
shelling out a grand or more for a bike, that
emphatically does not mean that he or she
should settle for diluted performance.
If you're a prospective mountain bike
owner, shop for a top-of-the-line performance model first. I said shop, not buy.
Check them all out. Take them out for test
rides, realtest rides. Don't ride them around
town on pavement. Ride them in the envir-

seriously lacking in the kind of performance

bikes' comfort, we're still talking differences
in comfort, not lack of comfort.

testing bikes and picking brains. Ask

touring bikes. The characteristics that make
some mountain bikes superior for racing
also make them superior for day rides. Their
competition credentials simply mean they're
lighter, quicker, and faster over any given
terrain.
Ah, you say, but what about comfort? A
mountain bike's primary suspension system
is the tire. While mountain bike geometry
clearly affects the ride, remember, we're
starting off with longer wheelbases, longer
rear triangles, and shallower angles than

These are the creme de la creme of
mountain bikes, the lightest, fastest off-road

bikes made. Conventional thinking has it
that such bikes are only of interest to full
blown racers, that the average recreational

onment in which they were meant to be
used. Go from bike shop to bike shop

questions and test out friends' bikes until
you have a pretty good idea what level of
performance is available and what bikes
you're comfortable on. Then, decide what
your budget is and go back and test bikes in

your price range until you find one that
comes closest in performance to your ideal.
Buy it.

Testing the hottest bikes available

establishes a reference point by which to

gage the bikes in your price bracket.
Competition bikes are the leading edge ol
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that's available.
But don't expect to find a $500 dollar
bike equal in performance to these $1,000
machines. You won't. But at least you'll
know what you're looking for. Consequently you should be able to buy a bike that
approaches that ideal.
Don't be dismayed by these bikes'race
label. Unlike skinny-tired bikes where race

models are dramatically different from
touring and sport bikes, competition mountain bikes really aren't all that different from
their lesser brethren. The shortest, steepest

mountain bike geometry available is still
more relaxed than that found on road

skinny tired bikes in the first place. A

Today's mountain bikes have come a
long way from the clunkers that started this

whole crazy sport. I'm continually astounded at how fast and nimble today's bikes are.
In just a few years, mountain bikes have
evolved from refurbished 1930's Schwinn
Excelsiors to high tech machines with more
innovative and practical touches than can
be found on road bikes. Even more amazing
is that these advances have come from the

heads and hands of garage frame builders
without the benefit of huge corporate R & D
budgets supporting them. They've been

created by backyard crazies looking to
extract a little more fun out of their adopted
sport.

Without wanting to sound like some
kind of jacked-up, flag waving, Americaover-all patriot, I get off on the fact that this
sport has in fact been created by the guys

down the street just screwing around,

looking for better ways to get out and raise
some hell on bikes. Without the Japanese
and their immediate and eager response to
the needs of the garage frame builder, there
wouldn't be any mountain biking sport as it
exists today. And no one can legitimately

put down Japanese bikes; they otfet excep'
tional values. But the cutting edge of the
sport is still defined by those guys down the
street. Plus there's one other somewhat

intangible advantage inherent to garage
frame builders: the ability to know first hand
the man or woman who builds the bike. Not

just meet them but go out and ride with
them then sit around chugging brews and
talking shop. That always has been and
always will be the primary attraction of the
custom builder versus the large manufacturer.
Hereupon are a few more samplings in
the latest offerings in competition mountain
bikes.

Solso A La Carte
Salsa is what every hard core Mexican
food lover lives for. It's full of tomatoes and
onions and chili peppers and still more chili
peppers, usually Jalapenos. Jalapenos are a
iather innocuous looking little pepper that
has the kick of a bull elephant in heat with no
known remedy though everyone has their
favorite solution that only seems to work for
them. The strangest thing about these little
devils is the more gut searing they are, the
more cardiac arresting they are, the better
they're liked.
Salsa is the perfect apres-biking food.
After a long day of rambling through the
backcountry, there's nothing better than a
tray full of Dos Equis, a basket of chips,

some guacamole, and a bowl of salsa. That's
just about the closest a mountain biker will

ever get to paradise. Now no doubt not
everyone will agree with that. But then a
state of enlightenment is not universally
attained at the same rate. For some,
ignorance is bliss.
Ross Shafer loves salsa. Some might
even say it's his primary food. And therein
lies the source of the Salsa Cycles name. As
it turns out, it's an especially appropriate
name. It fits the bike. This is a bike with a
kick, a bike that grew on everyone the more
they rode it. It's short, steep, and fast. The
head angle is 70.5 degrees, the seat tube 73
degrees, the chain stays 17.5 inches, and the
wheelbase 41.625 inches. These are dimensions more like a road bike's than a mountain bike's. For good reason. Ross built road
bikes first. He only built a mountain bike
because friends kept bugging him to build
them one. He somewhat condescendingly
agreed. Condescendingly because he knew
road bikes were superior even on the dirt
and therefore why bother with a mountain
bike.
But he's also a Perfectionist so he
decided to build a mountain bike for himself
before doing so for his friends. He'd ridden
his road bikes on the dirt enough to have a
pretty solid idea what he needed to do. In

instantly captured his soul and Salsa Cycles
was born.
The Salsa A La Carte is Ross and his

partner Marcus Kaufman's production
version of their custom bikes. But despite
it's production label, it's still a hand-made,
fillet brazed frame. The finish is simply not
quite as polished as on the custom jobs. But
we're still talking superb craftsmanship. In
fact, the average rider probably won't even
notice the difference. Further discounting
the production label are standard features,
all manufactured by Salsa Cycles, such as

chro-moly stem, aluminum bars, bottom
bracket cable guide, reinforcing seat collar,
seat binder, and the portage strap are. A full
complement of braze-ons are also standard.
As can be expected, comPonents are
excellent. Specialized crankset (26/35/ 46\
with KKT alloy pedals including clips and

straps, Suntour New Winner 6-speed free-

wheel (13-30),Shimano XT derailleurs,

shifters, and front brake, Suntour XC rear

brake, Specialized hubs and X22 rims,

Grab-On grips, Specialized saddle, etc. All
good stuff.
The question is: is it a bike for everyone?
The geometry is radical even considering
the current trend to shorter and steeper

bikes. You'll just have to try it out for

wrought. What that was was a bike that

yourself and see. We liked it. Every test rider
returned from a ride on the Salsa exclaiming
about the bike's merits. That included other
frame builders whose own bikes are quite

Ibis Cycles race bike, about $1,200

PaulGallaher

effect,he detuned road geometry to the

needs of dirt. Then he tried out what he had

different.

Ibis Cycles race bike

likes to ride with just a mere touch of

was a quote from a frame builder after
taking the Ibis out for a spin over our test
track. He wasn't the only one who stated
that conviction after riding this bike. Every-

The test bike was small to look at yet
didn't feel small when ridden. Its climbing
ability was awesome; there's no other word
to describe it. But steep downhills could be a
bit of a problem. One six-foot rider, who
hyper-extension in the knee, took off on the
bike with the saddle set accordingly. He
hammered up a hilland disappeared into the
woods on the test track. A short time later
he was seen soaring into the air, frantically

grabbing at bushes, trying to keep from
catapulting into boulders.
Seems he'd headed down this one
particularly steep, rocky passage at a
somewhat high rate of speed based upon
the bike's incredibly sure-footed handling up

to that point. But the combination of the
73-degree seat tube, short front end, and the

high seat position doomed him. The rear
wheel hit a rock, bounced into his butt, and
launched him out over the handlebars. But a
quick recovery was made and he landed on
his feet with only a slightly embarrassed look

to show for it.

He promptly lowered the seat slightly
and returned up the hill to attack it again.
That did the trick. He flew down in complete
control, nimbly dodging through the obstacle course. This is one bike where a Hite Rite
would be just the ticket. He didn't need to
change the seat height much but that little
amount made all the difference. Despite his

dramatic exit from the bike, the rider
returned more enthusiastic over the bike
than any other he'd ridden.

Our bottom line in evaluating bikes is the

grin factor. When a bike makes the rider
laugh, you know you've got something.
Forget all the technical stuff . If you find

yourself booking on a bike and looking for
challenges, you've got a winner. Based on
that formula, Salsa has a winner, but not for
evetyone.lt's a bike that demands a rider's
attention. This is probably not a "first"

mountain bike. But then not too many

people are going to plunk down a grand or
so on their "first" mountain bike. It's also not
a bike for the lazy rider out for an occasional
Sunday cruise. Not that you can't cruise on
it. You can. It's just that this bike likes to get
up an*fly and you darn well better be on it
and paying attention or you'll get left behind.

"This is a bike! I mean this is a bike!" That

one expressed pretty much the same

feelings. Not that the Ibis was the only bike
that generated that kind of uniformity. The
fact of the matter is that there are a lot of
superb bikes on the market today. Collecting a group of riders to test any one of these
bikes and ending up with a solid consensus
on the bike's quality is easy. What made
those statements about the Ibis so remarkable was the nature of the bike they rode.
The lbis was equipped with drop bars.
Yes, drop bars on a mountain bike, you read
correctly. No doubt that seems strange to
riders used to the flat bars typically found on
mountain bikes. But drop bars have been
appearing on more and more fat-tired bikes
though admittedly the majority of those are
used bv racers. Scot Nicol, designer and
builder of Ibis Cycles, is one of those who
prefers drop bars. We asked him to send us
a race bike set up the way he feels best
represents what he builds. Hence the drop

change positions thus resting various
muscle groups. But for riders unused to
drops, their disadvantages become immediately apparent the first time they hit any
kind of trials type of riding or especially
rocky, steep downhills. Terrain that requires
the use of the brakes dictates being on the
drops with the hands forward on the brake

levers. That moves the rider's weight

forward and down, a position many riders
may find uncomfortable. Yet if you talk to
off-road riders who regularly use drop bars,
they'll tell you that in fact those are the very
conditions when the drop bars'advantages
are the most dramatic.

Scot's original motive in putting drop
bars on his bike had nothing to do with
performance. He just wanted to be able to
ride and that was the only way he could do
so. He'd hurt his wrists during the long,
rough descent in the Whiskeytown Race.
Flat bars hammered his sore wrists, preventing him from riding. But he could ride a
road bike with drops. He put them on his
mountain bike and by the time his wrists had
healed, he was sold on the superiority of
drops for off-road riding.
Those drop bars made evaluating the
bike somewhat difficult. Riding a bike with

drops is dramatically different than with
flats. No longer are the shifters and brake
levers immediately at hand; you can't shift
and brake at the same time. Compounding
the problem is the rider position during
steep downhills. You've got to be on the
drops to operate the brakes instead of in the
high position. The sensation is often one of
being on the verge of sailing out over the
handlebars. But that is mostly a matter of
getting used to them if, and this is a critical if,
if they're set up properly.

The key to that set-uP is the stem.

work too well. Mountain bikes have longer,

Drop bar sysfem, /bis Cycles
It's simply a matter of learning how to
ride them. The trick is moving your butt
back on the saddle at the same time that you

move your hands onto the drops. That
backward movement compensates for the
lowering of the chest. The advantage of
drops in these conditions is the lessened
hammering your hands and wrists suffer.
Experienced drop bar riders insist they
finish long downhills less tired than they did

with flats.
Our test Ibis was a full-blown race bike
and set up accordingly. It had the shortest'

wheelbase of any bike yet tested: 41.5
inches with 17.S-inch chainstays, 7l-degree

head, and 73-degree seat tube. Those kind

lower top tubes than road bikes. Most road

of dimensions would seem to make for an

stems have too little rise and too much
reach. The one exception is the SR Swan.

incredibly quick bike. And no doubt with flat

It's taller and shorter than normal. The best
solution is an LD Stem, its shape somewhat
similar to a wilted flower. The LD stem is
quite tall with almost no reach. The rider's
resulting position relative to the seat height
when on the drops is about the same as flat
bars. This was the stem on the Ibis. The

feel like. But the drop bars tone down that
quickness somewhat. It's still plenty quick; it

drop bars themselves were a modified
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position for downhills and flats, and four
different hand positions so riders can

bars.

Standard stems for the most part don't

Handmade sfem, Solso Cycles

Once a rider is used to the drops, their
advantages quickly manifest themselves.
Those advantages ar€ a mor€ powerful
position for climbing, a more aerodynamic

Specialized criterium model. The modification is a slight increase in the outward flaring
of the drops.

bars that's precisely what the bike would

just doesn't seem that way even though

effectively it was one of the nimblest bikes
tested. We suspect that toned down reac-

tion is partially the result of the narrower
positioning of the hands on the drops plus
the hands'movement seems rounder than

the more lateral movement of flat bars.
Quite frankly, that difference is hard to

I- pinpoint yet almost everyone noticed it.

Climbing traction was excellent and
combined with the drop bars rider position,
very powerful. It wasn't unusual for someone to find themselves hammering up a hill
in a higher gear than they'd otherwise use.
And on the flats, the acceleration was
impressive. The position, especially on the
drops, has an animal like feel to it, like a wild
cat caught in mid-stride at full speed, all four
limbs collected underneath, ready to ex-

plode into another ground eating lunge.
The bike was equally impressive when
out-of-the-saddle. Weight distribution was
evenly balanced between front and rear so

adjustments for maximum traction only
required subtle rider movements. The
73-degree seat tube made those sitting/
standing transitions smooth and effortless,

causing no break in pedaling rhythm or
traction.

Scot prides himself on his carefully
thought out frame designs and carries that
right into his component selection. Rather
than taking the easiest and usually least

expensive route of selecting an entire
gruppo, Scot, like most other custom
builders, uses a variety of manufacturers'
components. In fact, this is one area that
distinguishes mountain bike builders from
their road brethren. Roadies generally
believe no components should be mixed
while off-roaders are always mixing components. They're always searching for maximum performance in a wide and demanding
variety of conditions.

Components on the test bike were all
top-of-the-line. Specialized provided the
cranks (28/38/48), saddle, headset, prev-

iously mentioned drop bars, X22 rims with
Wheelsmith spokes, and the what many are

already calling the finest dirt tire yet

developed, the Ground Control. Pedals are
modified Suntour MP 1000's with clips and
straps. The brakes are Suntour XC's with
Suntour Superbe brake levers. Derailleurs
are Shimano XT's with Suntour bar-end
shifters.
Two particularly noteworthy components were the hubs and seatpost. The hubs
were Paragon prototypes designed and built

by Mark Norstad of Marin County. The
bodies ar e 7 07 5 aluminum with titanium
axles and oversized 1.25 bearings. They're
beautifully crafted and finished but still in the
development stage. The seatpost is by
Interlock Racing Design and uses seamless
2024 T3 aluminum for great strength and

little weight.

In summary, if you like short, steeP
mountain bikes, here's one more excellent
bike to check out. If you prefer flat bars,
that's no problem for Scot builds bikes with
both. But you owe it to yourself to give the

drops a test ride. You might surprise

yourself and discover that drops are just the
ticket.

Fisher Excalibur
If you ride mountain bikes and haven't

heard of Gary Fisher, Joe MurraY, and
Fisher MountainBikes, you must be some
kind of mountain biking hermit. Gary is one
of the original Marin County crazies, an
ex-road racer, ex-motorcycle nut, and one
of the two best known names of the mountain biking industry, the other being Tom

Ritchey. Tom and Gary along with the

idiosyncratic Charlie Kelly were the trio that
jammed Marin County mountain biking into
the nation's consciousness. But, like most

first marriages, it wasn't long before the
partnership's fabric frayed then split. Tom

spun off to build his own bikes, Charlie
pursued his writing and publishing care€r'
and Gary was left with Fisher MountainBikes. What he was left with has turned into
a major off-road bicycle company. And in
terms of racing success, Fisher is hands
down the best so far.

Joe Murray, kingpin of the Fisher race
team, came out of nowhere and has cleaned
up ever since he started racing seriously, the

only way he knows how. Cycling insiders
have been predicting his downfall as soon as
the competition heats up but so far that has
not come to pass. He still wins more races
than he loses. And, according to the folks at
Fisher, the Fisher Competition he races on

is no different than the ones you can buy
from your local dealer. Okay, I agree, that's

probably an exaggeration. Joe and his
teammates have free rein of the shop and no

doubt are continuously experimenting with
different designs in their search for a faster
bike.

The Excalibur is a recently introduced,

relativelg affordable, Fisher racing bike'
Relatively affordable means less than a
thousand dollars, a hotly contested price
range these days. What you get for your
bucks is exactly the same frame geometry
as the Competition model but instead of a
hand built frame from Marin County, the
Excalibur features a tig-welded frame made
in Japan for Fisher MountainBikes.
The design is fairly classic though there
are a few notable changes based on Fisher's
race experiences. The test bike's head angle
was 67.5 degrees, the seat tube 73 degrees,
wheelbase 43 inches, and the chainstays
17.5 inches. The front half, with its laid back
head and 2 inches of rake, was designed for

downhills while the rear half's 73

degree

Fisher Excalibur, about $975
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